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Master Cylinder Repair

Bore Damage

If you need to go to a larger bore size due to bore damage or pitting, there is a way to repair old bores. 1)

Especially on hard to find, expensive or antique masters, this is an alternative.

You can buy bushings that are either spot on or require very little machine work.
Basically, you turn it a couple of thousandths bigger than the bore.
The bore, if pitted badly can be dressed with a brake hone but a baby smooth finish is not required.
The master is baked to around 350-400°F and the bushing is frozen to aid in assembly.
You can use high temp thread lock as a lube to install the bushing and when it sets up, it prevents back
leaks.
To stabilize the bushing, run a dowel rod tightly in the bore and use a live center to align with the jaws.
The wood can be drilled out but a little oil soak or grease will aid removal.
Then, standard repair kits will work inside the new bushing.
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1)

bustert of the XLFORUM
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